
Chris Harvey 

From: gina.lo [gina.lo@ccsrf.com] on behalf of application.2009 [application.2009@ccsrf.com]
Sent: Monday, February 09, 2009 1:41 AM
To: Chris Harvey
Cc: 'application.2009'; charvey-tcb@ccsemc.com; Chris Harvey; chris.harvey@ccsemc.com; 

lucy.tsai@ccsemc.com
Subject: Re:RE: Re:Re:Quanta Computer Inc., FCC ID: HFS94312MCGF3507G, Assessment NO.: 

AN09T8815, AN09T8816 & AN09T8818, Notice#1
Attachments: 11G3G Test Report for PCE Revised 0209.pdf

2/9/2009

 
Dear Sir,  
 
Because the sales request us to check the status. Sorry for any inconvenience caused.  
We will not ask you the status, then wait for your reply.  
Sorry, we added the HSUPA test modes, please see the page 7 of the test report for PCE as the attachment. Thank you.
 
 
 
Best Regards,  
 
Gina  
 
 

 
 
 
Gina, I am sorry that I was not clear, but the 2 groups of applications for Quanta Computer include HSPA operations and 
require FCC Permit But Ask procedure.  I am waiting for the FCC to reply.  Historically the FCC recommends that we 
allow 2 weeks for their process.  I will continue processing as soon as the FCC completes their PBA process.  
   
I have noticed that you are using a new e-mail address (@ccsrf.com).  Do the old email addresses still work?  I will update 
my records.  
Best regards,  
   
Chris Harvey  
charvey@ieee.org  
410-750-0860 

 

 
From: gina.lo [mailto:gina.lo@ccsrf.com] On Behalf Of application.2009 
Sent: Friday, February 06, 2009 5:19 AM 
To: charvey-tcb@ccsemc.com 
Cc: application.2009@ccsrf.com; chris.harvey@ccsemc.com; lucy.tsai@ccsemc.com 

"Chris Harvey" <charvey@ieee.org>  
±H¥ó¤H¡G Chris Harvey 
<charveyemc@gmail.com> 

2009/02/06 07:52 PM  

         
        ¦¬¥ó¤H¡G        "'application.2009'" <application.2009@ccsrf.com>, <charvey-tcb@ccsemc.com>  
        °Æ¥»§Û°e¡G        <chris.harvey@ccsemc.com>, <lucy.tsai@ccsemc.com>  
        ¥D¦®¡G        RE: Re:Re:Quanta Computer Inc., FCC ID: HFS94312MCGF3507G,  Assessment NO.: AN09T8815, 
AN09T8816 & AN09T8818, Notice#1



Subject: Re:Re:Re:Quanta Computer Inc., FCC ID: HFS94312MCGF3507G, Assessment NO.: AN09T8815, AN09T8816 & 
AN09T8818, Notice#1  
   
 
Dear Sir,  
 
Sorry, the client continued to ask the status, please help and advise me, thank you. 
 
 
Best Regards,  
 
Gina  

 
 
 
 
 
Dear Sir,  
 
Client requests to change the machine type was listed on page 3. Please have the revised RF & SAR test reports.  
 
 
 
Best Regards,  
 
Amanda  

 
 
 
 
 
 
Dear Sir,  
 
Please see my reply as below, thank you.  
 
Best Regards,  
 
Gina  

  application.2009  
±H¥ó¤H¡G 
amanda.wu 

§dÃôÜ¨  

2009/02/05 04:13 
PM  

 
       ¦¬¥ó¤H¡G        charvey-tcb@ccsemc.com, chris.harvey@ccsemc.com  
       °Æ¥»§Û°e¡G        application.2009@ccsrf.com, lucy.tsai@ccsemc.com  
       ¥D¦®¡G        Re:Re:Quanta Computer Inc., FCC ID: HFS94312MCGF3507G,  Assessment NO.: AN09T8815, AN09T8816 & AN09T8818, 
Notice#1³sµ²

  amanda.wu  
Ã¹®Û¬K 

2009/02/04 03:29 

PM  

 

      ¦¬¥ó¤H¡G        <charvey-tcb@ccsemc.com>  
      °Æ¥»§Û°e¡G        chris.harvey@ccsemc.com, lucy.tsai@ccsemc.com, application.2009@ccsrf.com  
      ¥D¦®¡G        Re:Quanta Computer Inc., FCC ID: HFS94312MCGF3507G,  Assessment NO.: AN09T8815, AN09T8816 & AN09T8818, 

Notice#1³sµ²

2/9/2009



 
 
 
 
 
 
Dear Celia Hsieh, 
 
You are listed as the Technical Contact for the above referenced TCB application.  The 
following item(s) need(s) to be resolved before the review can be continued: 
 
1. The Confidentiality Request letter lists the FCC ID Label exhibit in the Short-Term 
Confidentiality section.  Please note that the FCC ID Label exhibit is a required exhibit 
which can not be held either long-term or short-term confidential.  Please note that the 
photograph of the EUT in this exhibit can be replaced with a drawing showing the relative 
location (photo is not required). Please submit a revised Confidentiality Request letter 
exhibit removing the FCC ID Label exhibit from the STC list, and submit a revised FCC ID 
Label exhibit replacing the photo with a drawing if you wish.  
Ans: Please see the revised Confidentiality letter and Label Sample & Location as the 
attachment.  
 
 
2. The SAR report summary SAR values in Section 2 EUT Description on page 4 does not 
exactly match the summary tables on pages 29-31 (at least 2 values are different). 
 Please also confirm complete compliance with the FCC 3G SAR requirements of FCC KDB 
#941225 and update the SAR report to declare compliance with this FCC guidance.  Please 
submit a revised SAR report.  
Ans: Please see the revised test report as the attachment.  
 
 
3. Please provide RF Schematic Diagrams for the Ericsson 3G WWAN module installed in this 
system.  
Ans: The client have sent RF Schematic Diagrams for the Ericsson 3G WWAN module to Mike. 
 
The items indicated above must be submitted before processing can continue on the above 
referenced application. Failure to provide the requested information within 30 days of 
the original e-mail date may result in application dismissal and forfeiture of the filing 
fee. Also, please note that partial responses increase processing time and should not be 
submitted. Any questions about the content of this correspondence should be directed to 
the e-mail address listed below the name of the sender.  
 
Best regards,  
 
Chris Harvey 
Charvey-tcb@ccsemc.com  
 
 
 
 

  <charvey-
tcb@ccsemc.com> 

2009/01/27 01:13 AM  

         

     ¦¬¥ó¤H¡G        <application.2009@tw.ccsemc.com>  
     °Æ¥»§Û°e¡G        <chris.harvey@ccsemc.com>, <lucy.tsai@ccsemc.com>  
     ¥D¦®¡G        Quanta Computer Inc., FCC ID: HFS94312MCGF3507G,  Assessment NO.: AN09T8815, AN09T8816 & AN09T8818, 
Notice#1

2/9/2009


